High Renaissance Flashcards: c.1500-1600

High Renaissance Italy

Leonardo da Vinci
  1. Last Supper., 1494-1498, Oil and tempera.
  2. Mona Lisa

Raphael Sanzio
  3. School of Athens, 1509-1511, fresco
  4. Marriage of the Virgin
  5. Transfiguration

Michelangelo
  6. First Pieta
  7. David

  8. Creation of Adam from Sistine Chapel
  9. Fall and Expulsion of Adam and Eve from Sistene Chapel
  10. Last Judgment from Sistine Chapel
  11. The Delphic Sibyl
  12. The Flood
  13. Interior and Exterior of Sistine Chapel

Venice and Mannerism

Titian
  14. Venus of Urbino, 1538, Oil on canvas
  15. The Entombment Pieta

Pontormo

Bronzino
  17. Portrait of a Young Man

High Renaissance Beyond Italy

Grunewald-German
  19. Open and closed

Albrecht Durer -German
  21. Self Portrait with fur collared robe
  22. Knight Death Devil

Lucas Cranach-German
  23. Portrait of Martin Luther
El Greco-Cretan working in Spain
   25. View of Toledo

Brueghel- Dutch
   19. The Harvest

Holbein- German working in England
   21. Henry VIII
   22. The Ambassadors

Cross Cultural Connection